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Chapter 1: Introduction
Smart cities have received lots of attention in recent years. Smart cities are cities that
incorporate and leverage communication and information technologies to improve its
urban services and enhance the quality of life of its citizens [58]. Cities in the world
occupy 2 percent of the earth’s surface but use more than 70 percent of its resources
[52], calling for more innovative solutions that exploit emerging technologies to overcome
new challenges that such cities will be facing and to better service city users. One key
technology that can be potentially leveraged for promoting smart cities is Internet of
Things (IoT). The proliferation of IoT devices [13] emerges as as great enablers for a
new era of services that smart cities can benefit from greatly, by enabling smart city
applications that range from realtime surveillance and precision health to city traffic
control and emergency management. Figure 1.1 illustrates the different kinds of IoT
devices that can be found in a city. These smart city applications typically involve and
rely on a collection of geographically distributed IoT devices, with sustained Internet
connectivity, that collectively and interactively perform some task as dictated by the
underlying application. Such a collection of IoT devices is created dynamically, ondemand, upon a request made by some end user. Such an instance is referred to as a
network-on-demand.
The goal of this thesis is to develop a distributed protocol that enable elastic
deployments of networks-on-demand to fulfil and end user’s request. Specifically, we
leverage blockchains technology to design a distributed IoT resource sharing on-demand
protocol that eases the management of IoT devices, enables the mapping of networks-ondemand requests on top of the IoT resources, and ensures robustness against malicious
behaviors. Conventional networks on-demand protocols require a large central unit that
takes the burden of assigning tasks, collecting information, and making sure Service-Level
Agreements (SLAs) are met. Unlike existing approaches, our protocol does not require a
central authority, and enables networks-on-demand mapping in a distributed manner. As
illustrated in Figure 1.2, our proposed protocol enables resource sharing for IoT devices
on-demand while achieving security, robustness and scalability. It introduces and uses a
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combination of a voting system, reputation system, and Blockchains technology to ensure
that SLAs are met and the overall security and integrity of the system is guaranteed. In
addition, the protocol provides an incentive for different parties to join the network and
provide services in the form of a reward.

Figure 1.1: City with IoT Devices

Figure 1.2: Blockchains for IoT Design Goals

3

1.1 Organization and Contribution of Thesis
This thesis is organized in the following 6 chapters. Chapter 1 gives an introduction
to the work done, and organization of the report. Chapter 2 provides an insight on
key concepts that are related to the work presented, namely smart cities, IoT, and
blockchains. In chapter 3 the system model of our thesis and the breakdown of the
system at hand is presented. Chapter 4 provides the design goals and requirements of
the proposed protocol, a high level overview of our protocol and a detail description of
the different phases of our protocol. Chapters 5 contains a performance evaluation of
our proposed protocol in terms of scalability, robustness and overhead, and at the end
chapter 6 concludes the report and discusses several challenges and possible future work
topics.

4

Chapter 2: Background and Literature Review
2.1 Internet of Things
IoT or Internet of Things stands for the myriad types of devices around the world that
are connected together physically or virtually to the Internet, providing and distributing
enormous amounts of data [12, 53]. An example of IoT devices would be car sensors that
provide GPS location mapping, phones, smart temperature thermostats, selfdriving cars,
and the simplest thing would be light bulbs connected to the Internet or a central unit to
be managed by the end users electronic devices [55, 72]. The key feature in most cases is
to have Internet connectivity to be able to relay data and transfer data to other locations
or other IoT devices [70]. The increase in numbers allowed manufacturers to add the
ability to communicate with their on site devices and gather real time data through
sensors via the Internet [74]. Also, the increase in WiFi technology and cellular networks
facilitated IoT devices access to the Internet without the need for a wired connection,
allowing for better coverage and mobility and easier setup. IP addresses for Internet in
the world is very limited but the introduction of IPv6 allows for enough physical address
space in the world to map all devices [78, 84]. Due to their potential, IoT devices attracted
a lot of focus in recent years from the research community. Currently, existing IoT
testbeds focus heavily on the communication and physical layer of IoT devices [85]. The
authors in [85] present an article about crowd sourcing Internet of things. The authors
give a summary of current testbeds that are used to simulate IoT devices’ interactions
and the current research path that European countries are taking when it comes to IoT
technology. The focus is on the end user and on how to maximize the interaction between
the end user and IoT devices. The authors touch on the benefits of IPv6 and virtualizing
resources to allow for better adoption of IoT devices. IoT devices also attracted attention
in the industry field. In [51], the authors write on the advantages of using IoT devices
technology in correlation with coal mining. The authors focus is on the reliability of
coal industry IoT devices. The authors use extensive algorithms to calculate the errors
associated with using coal focused IoT sensor devices. The authors conclude that using
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IoT devices could enhance the overall productivity of coal mines and reduce the overall
error associated with failures. Also, IoT devices geographic information storage tends to
not adapt and be compatible with other existing technologies. The authors present in
[54] a new scheme to store IoT devices geographic information. The authors argue that
existing technologies that are used to store this type of data tend to lack compatibility
with other known systems and it becomes very difficult to translate the stored data. The
authors’ proposal allows for keeping the security aspect of storing IoT geographic data
while at the same time maintaining compatibility with existing devices. Their proposal
aims at enhancing comparability with other well known devices in the industry. The
authors in [82] write about a new methodology in virtualizing IoT devices networks.
The authors’ proposal relies on a hierarchy-based approach in virtualizing the network
using computers and end servers to create a gateway between different IoT devices in
the world. The authors provide a real implementation of their concept by creating a
visitor guidance system that relies on the proposed protocol. Scripting testbeds and
simulation for IoT devices can be very time consuming and it adds a large overhead
when it comes to simulating IoT devices behavior. In [42], the authors present a logic
free implementation of a communication system for IoT devices. The authors argue that
existing research is heavily focused on the communication and physical layer of IoT and
not so much on the application layer. This makes it difficult for new researchers to adapt
and simulate IoT devices interaction without relying on a scripting language to simulate
the behavior. The authors’ proposal relies on hiding the physical layer from the end
user and providing an easy method to manage interface. The authors also provide an
evaluation of their proposed interface. There is more research done in regards to IoT,
and we intended in this section to only provide some insight into some of the topics
touched upon by researchers in recent years and provide better insight into this growing
technology.

2.2 Edge Cloud and Wireless Connectivity
The ever-increasing demands for high bandwidths, data storage, and computation resources in smart cities resulting from the recent proliferation of IoT devices and their supported applications have given rise to new, various challenges that need to be overcome to
be able to unleash the power of IoT fully and promote the support of IoT applications in
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smart cities. These new trends and challenges have prompted researchers and engineers
across academia and industry to develop new innovative techniques and technologies.
These include new: (i) wireless access technologies (e.g., cognitive and software-defined
radios [7–11, 24–31, 33, 35, 36, 40, 56, 57, 61–66, 77, 80, 81], multiple-input multiple-output
transmission [37–39], and wideband spectrum access [34, 45–49]) that can offer higher
bandwidths and data rates, (ii) new cloud computing and networking paradigms (e.g.,
edge cloud computing [3, 17, 21, 23, 50, 71] and cloudlet caching [6, 75, 76]) that can improve IoT device responsiveness, reduce end-to-end latency of IoT applications, and
alleviate Internet traffic congestions, and (iii) device resource offloading (e.g., edge cloud
offloading [1, 4, 5, 19] and device cloning [2, 5, 20, 32]) that can relieve IoT devices from
having to deal with task execution and storage locally. These new technological advancements will allow for millions of end user devices to be serviced and be provided Internet
access across the different locations of smart cities. The number of city residents has
been increasing at a rate of nearly 60 million per year, and by 2050, it is anticipated
that more than two thirds of the world’s population will be living in urban cities1 . It is
therefore of great importance that smart cities leverage and adopt new emerging technologies to allow for rapid access to Internet and cloud services and for enough cloud
storage of device data to improve the overall city user experience. Being able to adopt
and integrate emerging cloud computing technologies with edge offloading capabilities
will be so crucial to being able to serve the sheer numbers of IoT users and devices.

2.3 Blockchains
Blockchains technology history goes back to 2008 in a paper written by a person or group
called Satoshi. It is unknown whether that person or group are real [60]. The paper was
released as an open source to the public in 2009 and it provided a peer-2-peer communication, decentralized cryptocurrency payment system [67]. Satoshi is the common word
used when describing the lowest value of bitcoin currency, 1000 Satoshi is equivalent
to one bitcoin. Bitcoin is the most prominent cryptocurrency and arguably the first to
get widely adapted and it’s being used for a lot of transactions throughout the world
nowadays [79]. Peer-2-peer communication allows for the system to be decentralized in
the sense that no central entity controls the network. Typically when a person issues a
1

World population data sheet: http://www.prb.org/
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bank transfer or payment that transaction has to go through the banks main server and
main payment system before the funds are distributed to the end party. In cryptocurrency and bitcoin that centralized entity does not exist. Verification of payments is done
through end parties throughout the system using what is called mining and verification
of signatures and public keys associated with each user in the network. Each user joining
the network is associated with a public key that is accessible to anyone in the network
and a private key used for generating payment signatures [44]. Mining is the term used
when miners in the system collect various transactions and attempt to find a nonce that
when added to the list of the transactions, current time and the miners public key would
provide a hash output that is lesser than the networks difficulty [83]. This is called proof
of work and it will be discussed in a later section. There is an alternative to proof of
work that is called proof of stake, which is mentioned later in the report. The network
difficulty is a dynamic value that changes throughout the network when miners attempt
to solve the hashing function. This value assures that a new block is found or a miner
is able to solve the hashing function in a time set by the network and current time for
bitcoin is set to 1 hour [44]. Without a central entity controlling the network there is
no need for authentication and so the network as a whole is private in the sense that
tracing back transactions to individuals can’t be done.

2.3.1 Proof of Work
Proof of work relies on what is called byzantine fault tolerance which means that part
of a system can fail or get compromised and the system as a whole would not fail [16].
The system must reach consensus on what is the current state of the system as a whole
i.e which components failed and which are working. Proof of work in blockchains and
Bitcoin technology relies on a similar concept. Before we dive deeper into proof of work
first we have to introduce hashing. Hashing refers to the concept of taking a string
of variable length and producing an output of fixed length. For example, hash(’hello
world’) = 0xFF, hash(’hellllloooooo world’) = 0x5D. The input of the system could be
of any length up to a maximum and the output would always have the same length.
In blockchains technology that concept is similarly used. Let us say we want to solve
a hashing function with difficulty 20. Our inputs are nonce + ’hello world’ and our
output should be lesser than 20. We attempt to use nonce 0 so input would look like
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hash(’0hello world’) = 30. Since hash(input) > 20 then we didn’t solve the hashing
function. We attempt to use nonce 1 (’1hello world’) = 17. Since hash(input) < 20
we solved the hashing function and we can provide our input as proof. In blockchains
technology that proof would be the nonce when added to the miners’ public key, time
and list of transactions would produce an output lesser than the network difficulty. Since
the hashing function is randomized at every time slot we would have a different output so
there is no way to predict the output or solve it other than using brute force. Also, since
the string of transactions is different from every block the output would look different.
Miners pick values either at random or incrementally and attempt to find a nonce that
would be lesser than the network difficulty. When achieved the miner would advertise his
nonce along with the block to be added to the network blockchains. Different entities in
the network verify every transaction in the block to be added and verify that the nonce
does indeed produce an output that solves the hashing function. The miner is rewarded
for its work by obtaining a fraction of the network’s value and a mining fee associated
with each transaction added to the blockchains. Computational power required to solve
the hashing function using brute force determines who is the most likely to win and
become a miner. When the computational power of a single entity in the network is
greater than 51%, then that entity is able to control the network since the probability
of it solving the hashing function is greater than the whole network and this situation
is called the 51% attack [14]. In most current cryptocurrencies, achieving that level of
power is almost impossible which means the network as a whole remains secure and
stable.

2.3.2 Proof of Stake
Proof of stake is different than proof of work in the sense that no mining is done. Every
entity in the network computes the hashing function and depending on the public key
associated with the entity and the stake it has in the network it could get selected to be
the winner to add a new block to the blockchain. The difference here is that the difficulty
is adjusted based on how much stake each entity has in the network. The more stake
it has the lesser the difficulty and more likely for that an entity to get selected to be
the one adding a new block to the blockchain. The fault tolerance comes from the sense
that high stake entities in the network are less likely to lie and add false blocks to the
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blockchain due to that fact that they own a lot of stake in the system and compromising
the network would mean comprising their value in the network as whole. The hashing
function would follow similar inputs to that in blockchain but instead of using a nonce
and a difficulty set by the network depending on hashing speed the difficulty depends on
how many winners were selected. Inputs would be transactions, time, public key and it
would be compared against stake percentage and difficulty of the network. The network
attempts to limit the number of winners to just one, but even if it happens that more
than one winner is selected, then it follows a process allowing for these two entities to
either reach a consensus or attempt another round of selecting a winner until a single
winner is selected.

2.4 Blockchains for IoT
There has been a lot of research related to integrating blockchains technology with IoT.
In this section, we go over some of the notable work that has been done in this regards.
Most of the work focuses on securing IoT communication through the use of consensus
among IoT devices. Also, using blockchains as a method for storing data or system
configurations. Our thesis is unique in the sense that it introduces more than censuses
among IoT devices. It enables for a method to reserve resources on demand while at
the same time integrating blockchains technology to provide scalability, security and
robustness.
In [73] the author discusses IoT technology and its presence in todays technology
advancement and the need for more secure database management and data access. The
author dives into the limitations of IoT devices in terms of security. The author gives a
brief description of blockchain technology and its advantages. The author proposes a new
way of altering existing blockchain technology to help cater to IoT devices. The changes
include a shared ledger and moving processing from IoT devices to central entities. The
author concludes that IoT technology is not fully ready to be a member of blockchain
technology. Our thesis differs because we integrate blockchain technology fully with IoT
to give a more salable and secure network.
In [68] the authors write on the possibility of integrating IoT devices, blockchain
and cloud technology together. The methodology relies on leaving most of blockchain
processing to cloud services while connecting IoT devices to the cloud for authentication
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and other purposes. The author provides simulation and evaluation of local clusters
(Fog) verses cloud services in terms of network traffic when it comes to consensus. The
author concludes that latency is the biggest factor when working with IoT and cloud
services. The author concludes a local cluster is a better alternative. Our thesis touches
on similar aspects in the sense that we also propose the use of local clusters instead of
centralized entities in the cloud to do the processing. However, our proposal relies on
edge devices to do the processing and we limit the processing threshold by the use of
proof of stake instead of proof of work.
In [59] the author discusses the advantages of integrating blockchain technology in
the industrial sector to provide overall better business opportunities, visibility and transparency. The main focus of the thesis is privacy and addressing the issues it brings to
the industrial sector when it comes to IoT technology. The authors’ proposal is to use
blockchain technology as a method of keeping track of IoT devices data. This data is
then federated to different agencies based off their keys in the blockchain. This allows
for access to specific entries in the blockchain all the time and to specific agencies. This
provides more transparency to the data collected while still keeping its privacy from
other agencies.
The authors in [41] propose the use of blockchain technology to keep track of IoT
devices and their configurations. The authors propose the use of ethereum. This allows
for the ability to write custom code on top of the blockchain and the ability to use
proof of stake instead of proof of work. The authors also propose limiting the number
of IoT devices needed in the proof of stake round to limit the overhead associated with
the communications to determine the winner. This thesis differs from our proposal in
the sense that the actual configuration of the devices is stored on the blockchain which
creates more storage overhead. Our proposal relies on establishing the communication
and picking the providers more so than using blockchain as a method to transfer data
and setup configurations.
The authors in [69] propose a new protocol that leverages micro-controllers technology to enable the visualization of IoT devices. The authors argue that cloud centric
virtualization mechanisms for IoT devices tend to experience high latency. Also, moving
the work to the edge devices yields better performance overall. The authors provide
simulation to their approach in measuring the latency between two ardunio devices connected to a wifi network. The authors argue that using their approach lowers the overall
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latency instead of using a cloud centric approach. The authors also discuss the possibility of integrating blockchain as part of the software on the edge devices to enable more
secure and scaleable implementation of their protocol.
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Chapter 3: System Model and Architecture
We consider a city-wide network constituted of many IoT devices spread all over the
city, and a set of edge clouds/access points also spread across the city to provide Internet connectivity to the devices. A device interested in joining the network needs
to advertise, upon joining the network, its device characteristics or directory containing information such as its resource type, resource availability, bounty, etc. The system allows devices to submit networks on-demand requests, to be mapped on IoT devices. A device submitting a request is referred to as a consumer. An example of a
network on-demand request could be initiated to serve as way for tracking a target
(e.g., malicious person) that is moving through different regions in the city. Submitted requests are propagated to other IoT devices in the network using a peer-2-peer
communication infrastructure.

Every request comes in the form of 6-tuple G=(V ,

E, Q , T , C, B ), with V specifying the request size (i.e., the number of requested
nodes), E the connections/edges between the requested nodes, Q specifying the request duration, T specifying the type of requested resource (sensing or computing),
C= {(Loc1 , T ype1 , Cap1 ), (Loc2 , T ype2 , Cap2 ), . . . , (LocV , T ypeV , CapV )} specifying the
location, the resource type and the resource capacity of each requested node, and B the
bounty associated with the request. Our proposed protocol uses a blockchains, BC , and
hence, a set M of IoT devices are designated to serve as miners, which are responsible
for handling fund transfer and device payment; more on this will be provided later.
We consider that the IoT devices are located randomly across the city, and the city
is divided into L regions. Each IoT device has an entry in the Device Directory file,
D, containing its characteristics. The data structure, D, here is updated every time a
new device joins the network, and is stored and maintained by all devices through the
blockchains, to be described later. Each entry of D contains the following items, which
are the characteristics of the device associated with that entry.
• Device ID: Serial number, IP address, MAC address, etc.
• Resource Type(s): sensing (video, temperature, traffic density), computation, com-
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munication, storage, etc.
• Location: GPS location, real time updates, region ID, etc.
• Availability: Time periods during which device is available for participating in
networks on-demand.
• Capacity: Amount/capacity of resource that is available for sharing; e.g., computation (CPU), sensing (sensed data per second), storage (space), bandwidth (bps),
etc.
• Network access type: Technology type used for connecting to the network; e.g.,
WiFi, cellular, etc.
• Bounty: Cost of service.
Figure 1.2 illustrates the model of our system when deployed in a city. For example,
the user on the top far left is requesting access to a cluster of sensing devices deployed
around the city and is able to establish communication with said devices using our
protocol. Also, developers are able to request access to storage devices and cloud clusters
by reserving these resources using the protocol. At the same time, access to smart homes
is established using the protocol and access to IoT devices inside smart home for technical
support is permitted for short periods of time to resolve issues that may arise with smart
homes IoT devices. Also, access to smart parking systems to allow for access to parking
availability and much more.
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Figure 3.1: System Deployed in a City
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Chapter 4: The Proposed Protocol
In this section, we present our distributed IoT resource sharing on-demand protocol. We
begin the section by describing the design goals and requirements of the protocol. Then,
we give a brief background on blockchains technology. Finally, we provide an overview
of the protocol followed by a detailed description of its different components.

4.1 Design Goals and Requirements
A protocol to be designed to enable virtualized networks-on-demand on top of IoT resources must meet the following design goals and requirements:

4.1.1 IoT device management
The protocol should provide a mechanism for IoT devices, willing to participate on
networks-on-demand, to join the network, and obtain all information needed for enabling
the devices to interact with other existing devices, including the ability to identify other
devices and the ability to check whether other devices have available resources.

4.1.2 Service delivery and integrity
The protocol should provide a monitoring mechanism to ensure that committed devices
are executing and performing their tasks and operations as agreed upon, so that SLAs
are met. The protocol must also provide a backup plan for recovering from service
interruptions and SLA violation resulting from device misbehavior and/or failure.

4.1.3 Service reward and incentiveness
The protocol should contain a mechanism to ensure that the served devices be rewarded
for their offered services. With blockchains, this boils down to providing a secure mechanism for checking fund availability and for transferring funds between different providers.
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Making sure that devices are rewarded for their offered service will serve as great incentive for devices to join the network, participate on networks on-demand, and do and
complete their tasks as agreed upon.

4.1.4 Scalability
Due to the complexity, in size and numbers, of the system at hand, it is important that
the different components of the protocol be scalable and implementable in a distributed
manner whenever possible.

4.1.5 Security and fault tolerance
The protocol should contain mechanisms to ensure the security of IoT devices, as well
as the robustness of the protocol against malicious behavior and/or failure of devices.
Devices may not, intentionally or unintentionally (e.g., due to device failure), deliver
their agreed upon service by not performing their tasks, and the protocol must provide
mechanisms that address such scenarios.

4.2 Blockchains
Since our proposed protocol leverages blockchains technology to enable distributed sharing of IoT device resources, we provide a brief overview of such a technology for completeness. Blockchains has initially emerged as the main technology behind Bitcoin [60],
essentially a method for decentralizing the recordkeeping of digital currency transactions.
It allows Bitcoin users to transfer funds, validate transactions and record information
in a fully distributed manner without the need for any intermediary party. All transactions are recorded into blocks, verified by all users, and added to the blockchains.
Users use public keys as their identities to provide anonymity and privacy, and any user
can choose to be responsible for mining and adding blocks to the blockchain ledger. To
be able to serve as a miner, a user needs to first solve a computation-intensive puzzle,
called proof-of-work (POW), and then broadcasts the block to all users for verification
and validation. Approved blocks are then appended to the blockchains and kept by all
users. In Bitcoin, although this POW requirement is what ensures Bitcoin’s robustness,
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it requires powerful computation.
Most of the components of the proposed protocol relies on this blockchains technology
to allow scalable, distributed and fast management and mapping of networks on-demand
requests. In our protocol, a blockchains, BC , is used to act as a Turing State Machine to
ensure data integrity and validity throughout the system, and contains a time stamped
history of all transactions occurred in the system. For mapped requests, transactions
are added to the blockchains to contain and record all information about the accepted
requests (e.g., the devices that choose to be part of the networks on-demand and serve
as providers). Each device is associated with a wallet, W , where a wallet is a key
pair of private and public keys. When a consumer issues a bounty B (the reward that
each provider will receive as a payment for its offered service), a private key is used
to sign that transaction. Later on, anyone in the network could use the signature as
well as the public key to validate a said transaction. Each transaction is signed with a
different signature to remove threat of double spending [43]. Miner nodes are in charge
of collecting transaction entries and adding them to the blockchains, BC .
Our protocol does not adopt POW as the method for miner selection, due to its inefficiency and the challenges it presents when used in the context of IoT. Such challenges
arise from the limited storage and computation resources that IoT devices have, the
delay sensitivity that applications to be supported by mapped IoT networks may have,
and the limited bandwidths of the links (often wireless) that connect the IoT devices to
the network. For these reasons, our protocol uses the proof-of-stake (PoS) as its method
for selecting miners [15]. This will be discussed later in the thesis.

4.3 Overview of the Protocol
In order to meet the aforementioned design goals and requirements, at its highest level,
our protocol operates through the following components. Note that the terms device
and node will be used interchangeably throughout to refer to the same thing.

4.3.1 Device management
To allow IoT devices to participate and be part of networks on-demand, our protocol provides a mechanism for these participatory devices to register themselves with the
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network, and acquire information about other registered devices so they can join and
form peer-2-peer networks with existing devices. In this component, upon joining the
network, nodes connect to some other nodes already joined the network and request
copies of the Device Directory, D, and the blockchains, BC , files. Once the node obtains
these two files, it can now broadcast its information to other nodes to update D.

4.3.2 Device discovery and request mapping
This component of the protocol provides a mechanism to allow the discovery of IoT
devices satisfying the requirements of the requests, such as availability, capacity, bounty,
etc, and the mapping of the accepted requests on top of the discovered IoT resources.

4.3.3 Service delivery, monitoring and integrity
To provide monitoring mechanism and to ensure service delivery and integrity, a set of
monitor devices, denoted by K are selected during the 2nd component above, will be
appointed to serve as monitors. Their job is to monitor the devices (or providers) that
are committed to offer their service to a submitted request by monitoring their uptime,
CPU usage, disk usage, network usage etc. They also act as a fallback mechanism to
remove committed devices that fail to deliver and replace them with other nodes. Once
a failed devices are detected, the monitors intervene by flagging the violating node and
issuing a replacement request throughout the network. In our protocol, these monitors
act as a first-resort for node replacement as soon as service violation/failure is detected,
given that they meet the request requirements. This is called fast recovery response in
our protocol. If the monitors cannot meet the request requirements and thus had to find
and rely on other nodes in the network to recover from the failure, we refer to this as slow
recovery response. The final scenario happens when no nodes (providers) in the network
could be found to fulfill the request. In this case, the request is dropped, and service
delivery failure is recorded and reputation scores of those nodes responsible for such a
failure will be reduced accordingly, so that their likelihood of being selected for future
requests will be updated. Upon the completion of service (fulfilling the request’s required
service), all monitors will vote whether to add these providers to the blockchains, BC ,
based on collected performance metrics and SLA expectations.
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4.3.4 Building device trust
To ensure that trust and SLAs are met with high confidentiality we introduce reputation system to our protocol. When a request is fulfilled and it meets the request SLA
requirements monitor nodes sign an entry in the blockchain stating that provider node
met the SLA requirements. This increases the reputation of the provider node. Whenever a provider node violates SLA or drops a request, its reputation score is reset by
the monitors. This is also done through a signed entry that is added to the blockchains.
Multiple monitor selections for each round and a voting round are used to ensure lower
probability of false reputation changes.

4.3.5 Billing operations and device reward
Our protocol supports billing and reputation management, which is mainly done through
blockchains, BC , and the miner nodes. Before a consumer node issues a request, it has
to sign said request with its key using its wallet, W , private key (more on this will
be discussed later). The request is propagated through the network using peer-2-peer
communications to the provider nodes in the network. Provider nodes verify funds
availability and request validity using the signature and public key combination. Also,
an entry to be added to the BC has to be signed by consumer node and it also has
to have monitor nodes signatures for their voting round results. The first is used to
transfer funds from the consumer node to provider nodes, while the second is to update
the reputation of the provider nodes and to allow a percentage of the funds to go to the
monitor nodes. Miners, using proof-of-stake, determine a winner that is appointed to add
a new block to the blockchains, BC , which reduces the computational entry requirement
to be a miner in the network.

4.3.6 System security and device adjustments
Every request submitted to the network is signed by the issuer. In our system, this is a
node in the network acting as a consumer. Since other nodes in the network can verify the
signature using public key which is associated with its wallet and the message, no node
in the network can change the contents of the messages sent in the network. Blockchains
entries will contain request information, list of accepting nodes, list of accepting monitors,
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and the mining node. Miners will have to verify every entry for its signature validity, and
if an invalid signature is found, then the entry is dropped. When requests are successfully
mapped, consumers sign the request, and nodes accepting to serve as providers sign it
too, so it will be known which addresses to pay to. Monitors sign also with votes changes
and reputation change. Miners have to verify all the signatures mentioned. Also, when
a block is found, providers have to verify the signatures attached with the message for
validity or else the block is dropped.
To account for IoT devices’ limited storage capacity, our protocol uses compressed
Blockchains, where at every period chosen by the protocol, all balances in the network
are summed into states. These states act as a new Block that has to be verified by the
miners. Every node has to sign its wallet stating its balance. Miners would verify the
signatures and so would nodes that receive the generated block. This in turn minimizes
the size of the blockchains and ensures better scalability for our protocol. The number
of monitors at each request can be adjusted for to provide better security and robustness
and to lower fees associated with each request. Consumers can choose to have no or
some monitors to ensure better reliability and SLA expectations.

4.4 Detailed Description
The proposed protocol can be described through three main phases: Initialization phase,
Resource Reservation phase and Mining and Fund Transfer phase. Initialization phase
deals with the joining and registration of newly arrived devices to the network. Resource
Reservation phase deals with the steps taken to allow for the mapping of requests, including finding and approving providers, monitors and miners. Fund Transfer phase is
the phase where funds are transferred from the consumer to the provider nodes once a
request is fulfilled. Throughout, we assume that neighboring nodes are nodes that are
connected to the same access point.

4.4.1 Initialization Phase
New nodes joining the network have to obtain the following information:
• W : Private/Public Key pair to serve as its wallet address
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• BC : Blockchains currently used by the nodes
• D: Device Directory file currently used by the nodes
New nodes start the initialization phase by obtaining a wallet. A wallet can be a
software that new nodes download to allow for creation of a unique Private and Public
Key pair [22]. New nodes have to obtain a copy of the Device Directory file, D, that
contains updated information about the different resources as well as the nodes in the
network. New nodes connect to a DNS that seeds information about highly reputed
nodes in the network. The DNS is maintained by different provider and miner nodes
in the network. The incentive to provide this service is to allow for more consumers
to join the network and request resources. There can be multiple DNSs with multiple
seeds that point to different nodes in the network. New nodes use DNS seeding to
obtain a list of nodes in the network in which it can request D from. New nodes can
limit themselves with a shortened version of the D that only contains a handful of highly
reputed nodes in each region. Also, connecting to neighboring nodes or any node in the
network allows new nodes to obtain D. Depending on the nodes’ purpose from joining
the network, it can decide whether to download full BC version or not. This is done in
a similar fashion to obtaining D by connecting to other miner nodes. Miner nodes are
the only nodes that need full BC version. Once BC is obtained, new nodes can verify
the integrity of all transactions throughout the network by verifying the signatures and
public keys associated with each entry in BC . Since this is computationally intensive, it
can limit itself with a light BC version. Light blockchains is a BC of shortened length
that includes a limited set of past mined blocks, plus a current state of all nodes’ balances
in the network. If a new node desires to become a provider, it advertises its resources to
neighboring nodes, and using gossip protocol [18], all nodes in the network add the new
nodes’ information to their local Device Directory file, D. The value of R (the node’s
reputation) is set to 0, and its associated W address is included in D. New node can
now listen to a specific port for transactions and new requests submitted to the network.
These steps are summarized in Figure 4.1.
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(a) Step 1: New node, N, joins the network

(b) Step 2: N obtains private and public key pair

(c) Step 3: N obtains addresses of a list of joined
nodes (e.g., N2 and N3) via DNS

(d) Step 4: N requests D and BC from N2 and N3

(e) Step 5: N obtains D and BC

(f) Step 6: N assigns itself an ID and propagates its
info (e.g., updated D and Pub key) to network

(g) Step 7: N picks neighbors and is now part of the
network

Figure 4.1: Illustration of the main steps of the initialization phase
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4.4.2 Resource Reservation Phase
A consumer starts by creating a request G to be advertised to the network. It also
has to sign the request to enable provider nodes to verify wallet address ownership and
funds availability. Consumer nodes that decide to have full version of D have full view
of the network and can request specific nodes from D. This case is identified as Direct
Communication Reservation Scenario. In this scenario, provider nodes can accept or
reject, depending on whether they can meet the constraints and/or bounty associated
with the request. If a provider node does not reply due to it being down, the consumer
node advertises that the node went down, and all other nodes update their D accordingly.
The steps for direct communication reservation scenario are described in Figure 4.2. To
limit the overheard associated with reserving resources, a consumer node could opt for a
lighter version of D and limit itself to connecting to a handful of nodes only. Consumer
nodes that opted for the lighter version of D have to communicate their requests with
other nodes using gossip protocol [18]. Consumer nodes use first come first serve when
picking provider nodes, and the provider nodes that reply to the request first get to take
the request. The second case for this phase is called Single-Node Request Reservation
Scenario and it occurs when the request size V is one and lighter D and gossip-protocol
are used. The steps that demonstrate this scenario are described in Figure 4.3. Also, if
the request size (number of requested nodes) is greater than one, then it is identified as
Multi-Node Request Reservation Scenario and it must preform the following:
• Provider nodes start by accepting a percentage of the requests, a percentage that
can be related to the location of resources requested, duration and percentage of
data to be computed, etc. Provider nodes could also decide to reject the request
and become a monitor nodes instead by appending their info to the request as
monitor nodes before propagating the request further.
• Accepting provider nodes append their acceptance info to the request and pass it
to neighboring nodes. (Nodes they have info on from shortened D.)
• The process continues until the request is accepted or rejected. This can be done
by limiting the number of hops until the request is mapped to some threshold,
H , or by using a timeout threshold, Tmax ; i.e., if the request is not fully accepted
within a certain time period, it is rejected.
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• Once the request is accepted entirely (all of its requested nodes are found), then
provider nodes collaborate to do the work. This can be achieved because all
provider nodes will have accepting nodes information due to the appending process.
• First nodes to get the request are more likely to accept it, which makes it more
likely for closer nodes to accept neighboring nodes’ requests. This creates a more
real time resource reservation system with minimum delays due to locality.
These steps can be summarized in Figure 4.4. If a request is not accepted, then
requesting consumer node has to create a new request with lower constraints or higher
bounty. If the request is accepted, a minimum number, M , of monitors is chosen.
Monitor nodes keep track of provider nodes, including CPU usage, Uptime, Disk usage,
Ram usage, network traffic, etc. to ensure SLA is met and to prevent maliciousness.
Monitor nodes have the ability to raise a flag indicating a misbehavior from a specific
provider node. In this case, a voting round including all monitor nodes is done, during
which it will be decided whether the said provider node violated the SLA agreement or
not. If the number of votes is higher than a threshold, Vmin , then the node is flagged as
misbehaved and its misconduct is broadcasted throughout the network. Reputation is set
to 0 for the misbehaving node and the accepted request is re-advertised to neighboring
nodes. If a provider node went down during task performance, its status in the directory
is changed to inactive by monitor nodes and it is broadcasted throughout the network.
Monitor nodes get to accept the resources first because of their proximity from the
misbehaving node. This creates another incentive for monitor nodes to keep monitoring
provider nodes to detect failures. The steps for failure recovery mechanism are described
in Figure 4.5. Once request is over and if no flags were raised, monitor nodes get to
vote to decide whether provider nodes met request SLA or not. If votes exceed Vmin , a
new entry is broadcasted to be added to the BC that includes consumer node, provider
nodes, monitor nodes, and the request, G. Monitors receive a Monitor Bounty, Mb, as a
reward, which is a percentage of the bounty associated with the request. This provides
an incentive to do the monitoring job. And the provider’s reputation is increased for
their successful request fulfillment.
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(a) Step 1: S3 has access to full D and can send
requests directly

(b) Step 2: S3 formats the request

(c) Step 3: S3 communicates with devices directly
and devices accept the requests

(d) Step 4: Communication between different nodes
is established and S3 assigns work

Figure 4.2: Resource Reservation Phase: Direct Communication Reservation Scenario:
A network with a set of randomly connected IoT devices spread over two regions with
two types of resources, sensing (S) or computing (C). In this scenario, S3 is a consumer
node that is reserving/mapping a request G
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(a) Step 1: S3 does not have access to full D and
have to use gossip

(b) Step 2: S3 formats the request and sends it to
its neighbors

(c) Step 3: As request is passed along different nodes
eg C4 are able to communicate directly with the consumer on their intention of becoming a monitor and
nodes that meet the requirements are able to accept
the request eg S2 and communicate directly with the
consumer

(d) Step 4: Communication between different reserved nodes (single consumer and a monitor) is established and S3 assigns work

Figure 4.3: Resource Reservation Phase: Gossip-based Single-Node Request Reservation
Scenario: A network with a set of randomly connected IoT devices spread over two
regions with two types of resources, sensing (S) or computing (C). In this scenario, S3
is a consumer node that is reserving/mapping a request G
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(a) Step 1: S3 does not have access to full D and
have to use gossip

(b) Step 2: S3 formats the request and sends it to
its neighbors

(c) Step 3: As the request passes along the nodes in
the network nodes who choose to become monitors
append themselves to the request and forward it eg
C4

(d) Step 4: Nodes that meet the requirements append themselves and forward the appended request
to their neighbors until all request requirements are
met.

(e) Step 5: Nodes might receive different versions of
the request and they check if they can complete any
of the requests received

(f) Step 6: Communication between different nodes
is established and S3 assigns work

Figure 4.4: Resource Reservation Phase: Gossip-based Multi-Node Request Reservation
Scenario: A network with a set of randomly connected IoT devices spread over two
regions with two types of resources, sensing (S) or computing (C). In this scenario, S3
is a consumer node that is reserving/mapping a request G
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(a) Step 1: Network contains two working
nodes S1, S2 and a monitor S5.

(b) Step 2: S1 fails.

(c) Step 3: S5 detects that S1 is not responding and a failure flag is raised.

(d) Step 4: If S5 meets the failed nodes
requirements it can respond quickly to the
failure and this type of response is called
fast response.

(e) Step 5: If S5 cannot meet the failed (f) Step 6: New node picks up the work
nodes requirements slow response is used. and request operations are restarted.
Request for new node to replace the failed
node is sent to the network.

(g) Step 7: Complete failure occurs when no node
can be found to pick up the failed nodes task.

Figure 4.5: Resource Reservation Phase: Failure Response: A network with a set of
randomly connected IoT devices spread over two regions with two types of resources,
sensing (S) or computing (C).
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4.4.3 Mining and Fund Transfer Phase
Miner nodes listen to broadcasts sent by consumer nodes, provider nodes and monitor
nodes at all times. They add transactions that include fulfilled requests, reputation
changes to their backlog once received. As transactions accumulate, miner nodes verify
each transaction using the public key and signature associated with each transaction. At
every mining period denoted as τmining chosen by the protocol, a miner node is selected
at random to add a block to the blockchains, BC . The probability of a miner node being
selected is related to how much stake it has in the system (Total funds). Miner nodes
with more stake will have higher probability of winning the mining task. The equation
used for determining the winner miner depends on the following
Hash(P revHash, W alletAddr, Content, T ime) ≤

Balance(W alletAddr)
× Dif f iculty
T otalBalance

where:
• P reviousHash: Previous hash generated for the last block in the blockchains.
• Content: The string of transactions/reputation changes to be added to the block.
• W alletAddr: The public key associated with the miner node.
• T ime: The period selected by the protocol to produce a miner node winner.
• Balance(W alletAddr): Balance of the miner node.
• T otalBalance: Total funds/balance available for all nodes in the network.
• Dif f iculty: The current difficulty level set for network.
The hashing function produces a random value based on the inputs and it is compared
against the right side of the equation. Difficulty of the network serves as a method to
ensure that only one winner miner is selected. Every miner computes this function,
and if it satisfies the equation, it advertises the new block to the rest of the network
to be added. The single-miner winner scenario is described in Figure 4.6. In case no
miner meets the constraint and no nodes in the network receive a valid block by next
the mining period (period selected by the protocol to produce a miner node winner),
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all nodes in the network decrease the value of the difficulty. This case when no mining
winner is selected is shown in Figure 4.7. This mechanism ensures by the next mining
period, the likelihood of a miner meeting the constraint increases. If two miners met the
constraint and advertised the new block to be added to the rest of the network, the block
is dropped by all nodes and the difficulty of the constraint is increased. This in turn
reduces the likelihood of two miners meeting the constraint by the next mining period.
The case when more than one miner winner is selected is shown in Figure 4.8.
New mined blocks are said to be unconfirmed until Lmin blocks have been mined.
Once the number of blocks that have been mined reaches Lmin , all the previous transactions in current block are said to be confirmed and the winner miner receives a reward,
R (Miner reward)). This gives an incentive for miner nodes to participate in miner selection process. If one of the miner nodes attempted to create fake entries in the BC and
broadcast it to the rest of the network, other nodes in the network would drop it if it
doesn’t meet the constraints.
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(a) Step 1: Mining period passes.

(b) Step 2: All nodes contain pending requests and reputation changes
from previously completed requests.

(c) Step 3: Each node contains
2 pending requests and reputation
changes.

(d) Step 4: Every node that wants
to be a miner computes the protocol
equality function.

(e) Step 5: Only one node meets the
condition and that is C4.

(f) Step 6: Winning miner sends new
block to its neighbors.

(g) Step 7: Block is propagated throughout the network.

(h) Step 8: Nodes verify entries in the block sent and
that the miner did meet equality function. When
passes verification, the block is added to each node’s
blockchains

Figure 4.6: Mining and Fund Transfer Phase: Single-Miner Winner: A network with a set
of randomly connected IoT devices spread over two regions with two types of resources,
sensing (S) or computing (C).
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(a) Step 1: No participating node meets the condition.

(b) Step 2: By next mining period difficulty of the
network is reduced and the selection process starts
again.

Figure 4.7: Mining and Fund Transfer Phase: No Mining Winner: A network with a set
of randomly connected IoT devices spread over two regions with two types of resources,
sensing (S) or computing (C).
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(a) Step 1: Two valid nodes meet the condition.

(b) Step 2: If two valid nodes can reach a consensus
on the block to be added then they cooperate to send
the new block to the network.

(c) Step 3: If both nodes didn’t cooperate then by
next mining period difficulty of the constraint is increased and nodes that receive two blocks that meet
the condition drop both and wait for next mining
period.

Figure 4.8: Mining and Fund Transfer Phase: Multiple-Miner Winners: A network with
a set of randomly connected IoT devices spread over two regions with two types of
resources, sensing (S) or computing (C). In this scenario, C2 and C4 are mining winners.
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Chapter 5: Performance Evaluation
In this section, we present and analyze the performance results of the proposed protocol
using simulation.

5.1 Simulation Method and Setup
Network setup.

We consider a network of N nodes/IoT devices placed randomly in

a city that is modelled as a graph whose vertex set is the set of all N nodes and the
edge set consists of random connections among the nodes in the system. We assume
that the city is split into L regions, indexed 0, 1, ..., L − 1, and the devices are distributed
randomly across the different regions. In our simulation, the number of neighbors each
node is directly connected to is selected uniformly between Neighmin and Neighmax .
Only fully connected graphs, where each node can be reached from any other node,
are simulated. Each node is randomly assigned a resource type, which can be either of
sensing or computing type. Each node can be in one of the following states at each time
slot: idle, provider, monitor, miner or failed node. Initially, a node starts with idle state,
and as networks on-demand requests arrive, its states changes accordingly; e.g., when a
node accepts to serve in a request, it changes its state to provider; when it accepts to
server as a miner, it changes its state to a miner, etc.
Requests.

We consider a time-slotted system, with the number of requests that arrive

at each time step is Poisson distributed with mean r , and the duration of each accepted
request follows a Geometric distribution with parameter q. Every request comes in the
form of 6-tuple G=(V , E, Q , T , C, B ), with V specifying the request size (i.e., the number of requested nodes), E the connections/edges between the requested nodes, Q specifying the request duration, T specifying the type of requested resource (sensing or computing), C= {(Loc1 , T ype1 , Cap1 ), (Loc2 , T ype2 , Cap2 ), . . . , (LocV , T ypeV , CapV )} specifying the location, the resource type and the resource capacity of each requested node,
and B the bounty associated with the request. Upon its arrival, a request is propagated
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across the network, and depending on the request’s requirements and the devices’ availabilities and willingness to serve (e.g., the device has the requested capacity, the device
has the requested type of resource, the device’s minimum acceptable bounty is met, etc.),
it can be either accepted or denied.
Mining.

At every time period, a new miner is selected based off the miner’s stake in

the network. When a request is successfully accepted, it is propagated throughout the
network and added to the miners’ pending ledger. Every winning miner picks from the
pending requests based off the highest bounty associated with the pending requests. In
this framework, we assume that nodes are faulty (whether intentionally or unintentionally), in that a provider accepting to serve a request may, with some probability, fail to
deliver its service, thereby causing service disruption and violation of SLAs. When this
happens, the proposed protocol provides a mechanism for allowing recovery from such
failures by promptly finding other nodes that can fulfil and replace the failing nodes. In
the event when no nodes can be found, the request is dropped, and the request is called
a ’failed request’. For convenience and completeness, we summarize and provide all of
the notations and variables used in this work in Table 5.1.
Parameter setting.

Each node maintains a directory file, termed D, that contains ID,

resource type, location, available time, capacity and bounty of each device joined the
network. Here each node is assigned an ID that ranges from 1 to V . The resource type
of a device takes on two values, either 0 for sensing or 1 for computation, with equal
probability. Each node starts with a zero balance, and the balance increases as the node
participates more and more on requests and receive more and more rewards. We set each
node to one of the 5 states mentioned earlier, idle node, provider node, monitor node,
miner node, or failed node, with values ranging from 1 to 5 respectively. We distribute
nodes over a 2D plane and assign each of them a random x,y coordinate to represent its
location on the map. We split the 2D plane into L = 9 regions and each node is placed
randomly into one of them. Each node is connected to other neighboring nodes, with the
number of neighbors is selected uniformly between Neighmin = 15 and Neighmax = 25.
In our simulation, for each arrived request G, the specifications are selected as follows:
the request size, V , is varied between 5 and 20, the request duration, Q , is drawn from a
Geometric distribution with parameter q(i.e., average duration (in number of time slots)
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Table 5.1: Notations
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τmining
Neighmin
Neighmax
r
q

5-tuple request form
Request duration
Request constraints: (location,res type, res capacity) of each requested
node
Request bounty
Total number of nodes in network
Device directory
Number of city regions
Blockchains used by the protocol
IoT device wallet
Shortened (lightweight) blockchains
Request hop limit value
Timeout duration for request
Number of monitors per request
Monitor minimum voting threshold
Miner reward value
Min bounty for a provider to accept a request
Miner selection and block addition period
Min number of neighboring nodes per node
Max number of neighboring nodes per node
Average number of requests arrive per time slot
Average duration (in slots) of accepted requests
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equals 1/q), the resource type of request is set to 0 (sensing) or 1 (computing) with
equal of probability of 0.5, the locations of requested nodes are selected randomly in the
9 regions, and the request bounty, B , is selected uniformly between 100 and 1000. Each
node has a minimum bounty, Bmin , below which a request is denied; that is, it only
accepts requests whose bounty are greater than Bmin . In our simulation, Bmin is also
drawn uniformly between 100 and 1000.
The number of requests that arrive at each time slot is Poisson distributed with
parameter r . We thus define the network load as qr , which represents the average number
of requests arrived to the system per time slot. In our simulation, we varied the network
load between 0.2 and 0.6 by varying the average arrival request rate, r , and the request
duration parameter, q. Finally, the size of mining period, τmining , (after which a bock is
added to the blockchains) is set to 3 time slots, and the number of monitors, M , is set
also set to 3 in our simulations.

5.2 Performance Metrics
To assess the effectiveness of the proposed protocol, we measure and evaluate the following performance metrics: Request Acceptance Rate, Visited IoT Devices, Blockchains
Size, Recovery Rate, and Miner Selection CV (Coefficient of Variation). These metrics
are all defined next.
• Acceptance Rate: The rate at which requests are accepted into the network. It
is calculated by dividing the number of accepted requests by the total number of
requests submitted to the network.
• Visited IoT Devices: The percentage/fraction of IoT devices in the system that
are visited before a request’s requirements are satisfied and the request is accepted.
It is averaged over all accepted requests.
• Blockchains Size: The number of transactions per block per mining period. It
is averaged over all blocks added to the blockchains.
• Recovery Rate: The fraction of accepted requests that are recovered successfully from device failures. It is calculated by counting the number of successfully
recovered requests and dividing it by the total number of failed requests.
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• Miner Selection CV: The coefficient of variation (CV) of miner selections. It
is the coefficient of variation of the number of times every miner got picked. It is
essentially a fairness metric which captures how distributed the selection of miners
is over all miners. That is, the lower the Miner Selection CV is, the more distributed
across all miners the miner selection is, and hence, the more robust the system is.

5.3 Performance Analysis
In this analysis section, we classify the performance results into three categories, scalability, robustness and fairness, each of which is discussed separately in the section.

5.3.1 Scalability
We study the performance behavior of our protocol to assess its ability to scale with
network size (number of IoT devices) by investigating three metrics: Acceptance Rate,
Visited IoT Devices (fraction of devices visited prior to a request being successfully
mapped), and Blockchains Overhead. In Figure 5.1 we present the acceptance rate for
our protocol while varying the number of IoT devices under different network loads. Each
graph represents different request sizes, 5, 10 and 20 from top to bottom, where again
the request size is the number of requested devices. We observe from the figures that the
acceptance rate drops as the network load increases. The reasoning behind this is as the
network load increases more nodes in the network are occupied with existing work which
in turn makes it harder to find nodes that satisfy the requests requirements. This causes
a decline in acceptance rate as network load gets bigger. Also, the figure shows that as
the request size increases the acceptance rate declines. This is because as the request
size gets bigger per request we occupy more nodes which in turns makes it harder to find
nodes to satisfy the request requirements. This causes a decline in acceptance rate as
request size gets bigger. We also note that as the network grows larger (number of IoT
devices increase) the acceptance rate increases. As the network grows larger more variety
of nodes are introduced which increases the likelihood of finding nodes that satisfy the
request requirements. This increases the acceptance rate as the network grows larger.
We could say our protocol scales very well with increased network size, if load and request
sizes were set to specific values in relation to other network parameters.
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Figure 5.1: Acceptance rates of requests when varying number of IoT devices under
different network loads
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Figure 5.2: Fraction of devices visited prior to request mapping when varying number
of IoT devices under different network loads
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Figure 5.3: Blockchain size per mining period when varying request sizes under different
network loads
In Figure 5.2 we present the average percentage of nodes visited to fulfill a request
versus number of IoT devices while varying the network load of the simulation. Each
graph represents different request sizes, 5,10 and 20 from top to bottom. The number
of nodes visited converges to a stable below 10 percent visited nodes over all varying
loads as the network grows in size. We observe that as the network grows larger lesser
percentage of the nodes needs to be visited to fulfill a request. The cause of this is as the
network grows larger more variety of nodes are introduced which increases the likelihood
of finding nodes that satisfy the request requirements quicker. This in turn decreases the
percentage of nodes that needs to be visited before we satisfy a request. In Figure 5.2 we
also note that the network load does not affect the percentage of nodes visited to fulfill
a request. The reasoning behind this is that the both occupied and non-occupied nodes
have to be visited to check for compatibility with each request, so higher percentage of
occupied nodes does not decrease the percentage of visited nodes to fulfill a request. We
also observe that as the request size grows larger more nodes need to be visited to fulfill
a request. This is because as the request size gets bigger, there are more nodes that need
to be picked to satisfy a request which in turn increases the overall visited nodes. We
can summarize that even with heavily increased parameters our visited nodes percentage
remains relatively small which means our protocol scales well.
In Figure 5.3, we present the average blockchains size needed per mining period,
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Figure 5.4: Blockchains size per mining period per arrived request while varying request
sizes under different network loads
while varying the request size under different network loads. The figure shows that the
request size does not have an effect on the blockchains size. When the request size
increases, it means that more nodes, on average, are getting selected per request, but
without incurring much blockchins overhead. We also note that as the network load
increases, the overhead decreases slightly. As the network load increases, more requests
are coming into the network, dropping the rate of accepted requests, which in turn causes
the average number of transactions per time slot to drop slightly.
In Figure 5.4 we also present the blockchains size used per transaction per mining
period and we dig deeper into per request usage. We also notice that the network load
and request size have minimal effect on the overhead in terms of blockchains size. To
summarize, our protocol scales very well in terms of blockchain overhead under different
network loads and request sizes.

5.3.2 Robustness
We consider robustness as the overall stability and fault-tolerance and likelihood of
survivability of the requests in the system. Meaning the likelihood of the request to stay
in an active state until the request is fulfilled.
In Figure 5.5 we present the average percentage of networks recovery rate due to
device failures as a function of the number of IoT devices while varying device failure
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Figure 5.5: Recovery rates from device failures when varying number of IoT devices
under different device failure rates: network load = 0.5
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rate. From top to bottom, different request sizes, 5, 10 and 20, are used respectively.
As the network grows, the system accomplishes close to 80 percent recovery rate. We
observe that as the device failure rate increases, there is barely any effect on the recovery
rate. The reasoning behind this is as the failure rate increases, we are still able to recover
from failures that happen to different nodes in the network. Since the load is constant
throughout the likelihood of finding a node that satisfies the failed network requirement
is the same. We also note that as the number of IoT devices in the system increases,
the recovery rate increases. As the network grows larger, more variety of nodes are
introduced which increases the likelihood of finding nodes that satisfy the the failed
nodes’ requirements, thus increasing the overall recovery rate. The figure also shows
that as the request size increases, the recovery rate declines slightly. As the request size
gets bigger, more nodes are getting occupied with work, but the effect is minimal as we
can see a slight drop in the recovery rate as the network grows larger. This is due to the
fact that there are still unoccupied nodes throughout the network that can pick up the
work.
In Figure 5.6 we present the average percentage of recovery rate due to device failures
as a function of the number of IoT devices while varying the network load. As the network
grows, the system accomplishes between 70-80 percent recovery rate. The figures show
that as the number of IoT devices increases, the recovery rate increases. As the network
grows larger, more nodes are introduced, which increases the likelihood of finding nodes
that satisfy the the failed nodes’ requirements. We also observe that as the network load
increases, the recovery rate decreases slightly, because as the network load increases, more
nodes are occupied with work which in turns decreases the likelihood of finding a node
that satisfies the failed nodes’ requirements, thus decreasing the recovery rate slightly.
The figure also shows that as the request size increases, the recovery rate decreases. As
the request size gets bigger and load gets bigger, even more nodes are occupied which in
turn decreases the likelihood of finding a node that satisfies the failed node requirements,
decreasing thus the recovery rate. To summarize our protocol achieves high robustness
and fault tolerance by achieving recovery rate between 70-80 percent under different
network parameter settings.
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Figure 5.6: Recovery rates from device failures when varying number of IoT devices
under different network loads: device failure rate = 0.2
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network loads: device failure rate = 0.35

5.3.3 Fairness
In this section, we assess the fairness of the protocol in terms of miner selection. Every
mining round, a miner is chosen and that miner gets a reward for creating and adding
the block to the blockchains. If a single miner keeps getting picked repetitively, then
the system is not fair to all parties involved, and more importantly, the system may not
be secure, as a miner can control what is added to the blockchains. We try to avoid
that by creating a randomized mechanism that ensures fairness while at the same time
keeping the security advantages associated with using a blockchains in the system. In
the section, we measure the miner reward distribution fairness for various miner node
sizes. We set the load to 50 percent and we vary the miner pool size between 20 to 200
and monitor the randomness at which each miner is selected.
In Figure 5.7, we present the coefficient of variation (CV) of the number of times each
miner gets selected to mine as a function of the number of minor IoT devices (devices
designated to serve as miners) while varying the network load. We note that as the
number of miner IoT devices increases, the miner selection CV decreases slightly. As the
number of miner IoT devices increases and since mining period is set, we are less likely to
pick the same nodes more than once, thus reducing miner selection CV. We also observe
that the overall network load has a randomized effect on the miner selection CV. As the
network load increases, more requests are coming into the network. These requests have
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randomized bounty values, causing some of the miners to accumulate more stake in the
network and get a slightly higher chance of getting picked twice, which has a randomized
affect on the CV due to the randomized bounty. We can summarize and say our protocol
is relatively fair to all parties in the network by picking miners in a randomized fashion,
guaranteeing then that not a single entity in the network gets to control the blockchains.
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Chapter 6: Conclusion Remarks and Future Work
In this thesis, we presented our distributed IoT resource sharing on-demand protocol.
The protocol leverages blockchains technology to enable distributed networks on-demand
mapped on top of IoT devices. We showed through simulations that our protocol scales
efficiently under different system parameters, and that it achieves fairness in miner selection and robustness against failures and maliciousness.
The following are open challenges that remain to be addressed:
• Compatibility: in this research, we assumed that this technology could be deployed
to all devices without focusing on the possibility that each device would need
a different type of API/programming language/code to integrate it into the IoT
cluster and into the system. One possible solution is to use a universal API middle
man translator (broker) that all systems could talk to using a web REST API. So
one research task would be to look into that REST API and see how to best use
it.
• Power Limitation: we decided in this research to ignore power/energy preservation.
The system as of right now makes a lot of data transfers that IoT devices would
need to make and since IoT devices typically have very low energy capacity, the
system could drain these IoT devices very quickly. A future research topic could
focus on optimizing data transfers/IoT utilization to minimize energy consumption.
• Bandwidth Limitation: similarly to 2, IoT devices tend to not have the best connectivity, so ensuring that the protocol does not end up throttling the system with
data that is already there would be of great importance. Caching/usage of larger
mid point/end point storage units that the IoT devices could talk to, to enable
access to much more bandwidth and allow for better connectivity and robustness
could be another future topic.
• Initial Investment: while this research focuses more on scalability/robustness and
fairness, it does not really dig into the possibility of a huge initial investment at
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the beginning to enable consumers to turn their devices into workers/providers. A
future research could look into the possibility of a scheme that would minimize the
need for much hardware/software overhead that is needed to enable IoT devices to
join the system.
• Privacy/Security Concerns: the system assumes that once a channel is opened
between the provider and the consumer, data flows directly without any problems.
The focus is more towards how we can preserve the work and make sure that
the SLA is met and that funds transfer is secured, but not much emphasis is put
towards securing work data transfer between the consumer and the provider.
• Ideal Network Parameters: future research could look into the possibility of optimizing the connections in the network by looking at the ideal number of miners/monitors/providers in the network to optimize work and efficiency in the network and the possibility of creating worker clusters/miner clusters that would optimize the network and allow for maximize work throughput.
• Blockchain Size/Storage Limitation: while the research does touch on the possibility of using a lighter version of blockchains that the workers/IoT devices could
use, it does not dig deep into it. Not all IoT devices have the storage capabilities
to store very large blockchains data. A future research could look into optimizing
blockchains structure and creating an architecture that would allow IoT devices to
keep the integrity of the blockchains while also limiting storage overhead.
• Real System Implementation/Testing: the research uses simulation to test the system for scalability/robustness/fairness, but it does not look into future problems
when it comes to integrating such a system into real world. There are much more
problems that would surface once the system is deployed into real world and some
of these are mentioned above, so real world implementation could open up the door
for more research topics and research opportunities to test the system as a whole.
• Patching/System Updates Concerns: the thesis also does not dig into the best
mechanism that would be used to push updates to the network and to endpoints
in the network. Once the system is deployed, should we use a central code version control that is monitored by the owners of the network to allow for system
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updates/patches to be deployed, or should we leave updates to be independent
so each provider could deploy any code into the network as long as it is able to
communicate with the rest of the network? These questions need be answered.
• Monitoring Power: monitors decide whether a provider did its work or not, but if
all monitors in the network decided to reject all providers work, then the system as
a whole would fail. A future work could look into the best mechanism in choosing
monitors and ensuring that monitors do their job correctly.
• Monitoring System Meta Data: one of the monitors’ jobs is to ensure that providers
are doing their work, but not much emphasis is put into how that is done. It is
assumed that the monitors would have access to some of the meta data/health
checks of the end points/providers. A future research could look into the best
scheme/architecture to make that happen.
• Cost Analysis: the system works in supply/demand kind of scheme, so when there
are a lot of requests, the bounty associated with these requests rises. A future
work could look into optimizing the bounties to ensure that the system doesn’t
reach a point where the bounties are way too high for the work required. At which
point would the consumers start building/buying their own hardware instead of
trying to reserve it from the network. Should there be some kind of bounty capping
mechanism to ensure that we do not reach that point?
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